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On 01/26/2016, I was assigned to uniformed patrol in the central Humboldt County area. At about 1202 hours, HCSO dispatch
advised via department radio to review pending agency assist CFS# 012619-69. (NOTE: Dispatch advised the call for service was not
for radio broadcast.)
·
I immediately reviewed the call for service utilizing my vehicle MDT screen . I observed there had been an officer involved shooting
located inside the city limits of Eureka near
involving wanted fugitive
(NOTE: I was familiar
with
as a result of previous law enforcement contacts. During the past several weeks, I had received several items of briefing
information regarding
active felony arrest warrant associated with his suspected involvement in a recent homicide which
had occurred locally.)
Eureka Police Department (EPD) was requesting additional units respond to the area North of the above listed address to assist with
establishing an outer crime scene perimeter. I was further instructed not to go to the South end of Pine Street as this was an
unsecured area. I advised HCSO dispatch I would be en route CODE 3 from the intersection of Harris Street @ Harrison Avenue in
Eureka with my emergency lights and siren activated .
Upon my arrival at about 1208 hours, I contacted an EPD traffic control unit near the intersection of W Harris Street @ Pine Street.
EPD traffic control advised my assistance was now requested on the South side of the incident location . I responded in a Southerly
direction in my patrol vehicle maneuvering South on California Street, and then West on Hodgson Street. I positioned my patrol
vehicle outside the yellow evidence tape, and blocked the roadway near the intersection of Pine Street @ Amelia Street. (NOTE: The
intersection of Pine Street@ Amelia Street is located approximately 50-75 yards South of the
incident address.)
I then walked approximately 15-20 yards North on Pine Street where I met with EPD Officer W. Ra bang . I contacted Officer W .
Rabang who was standing near an unmarked black EPD detective vehicle. Officer Rabang collected my identifying information, and
entered me into the crime scene log . To my knowledge, I was the first HCSO unit to arrive on scene.

I inquired with Officer Rabang if there was any pertinent law enforcement safety information I needed to be aware of. Officer Rabang
advised members of the Eureka Police Department Problem Oriented Policing (POP) team, as well as the Humboldt County DA's
address after receiving information from a confidential informant that
Office, had been conducting surveillance at the
was associated with the residence. Officer Rabang advised numerous shots had been fired, no members of law enforcement
had sustained any physical injuries that he was aware of, and
had recently been transported to the St. Joseph's Hospital ER
via ambulance after sustaining unknown injuries .
It should be reiterated that I was familiar with
prior to this date, and his suspected involvement in a recent homicide. I was
not aware of any surveillance operations in that area, or information regarding
current whereabouts .
I stood by with Officer Rabang, and continued to maintain an outer perimeter position while additional law enforcement units and
members of the media continued to arrive on scene. I observed the following HCSO personnel on scene during the incident:
Captain K. Thompson
Sergeant K. Swithenbank
Deputy B. Massaro
Deputy T. Mccutchan
Deputy R. Buzzard
Deputy J. Harrison
After approximately 15 minutes , EPD Serg eant T . Braud approached our location from the incident location. He met briefly with
Captain Thompson and Sergeant Swithenbank, and requested assistance with clearing an unsecured area of the residence at the
incident location . Captain Thompson advised Deputy B. Massaro and I would assist Sergeant T. Braud with making entry into the
residence located at
(NOTE : EPD Sergeant T. Braud, HCSO Deputy Massaro and I are all SWAT Operators
attached to the HCSO inter-agency Crisis Response Unit (CRU).)
Deputy B. Massaro and I accompanied Sergeant T . Braud walking North towards the incident location , past the inner perimeter of
yellow crime scene tape. While standing across the street from the incident location , Sergeant T. Braud briefed Deputy Massaro and
I regarding the objectives of our task. Sergeant T. Braud advised selected personnel would make entry into the residence via the front
door with the specific objective of locating/assisting any injured/involved subjects located inside. Sergeant T. Braud advised personnel
should attempt to preserve the integrity of the crime scene, and take necessary precautions not to disturb any evidence
located/observed. (NOTE: I donned my cloth patrol gloves prior to approaching the residence in order to help preserve the crime
scene.)
Sergeant T . Braud comprised a four man entry team . Each member of the entry team was assigned with individual tasks , and
organized in a specific order. I recall them to be as follows :

1. HCSO Deputy K. Holt (Breacher Cover-Entry)
2. EPD Sergeant M. Guy (Knock Notice-Entry)
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3. EPD Sergeant T. Braud (Team Leader-Entry)
4. HCSO Deputy Massaro (Breacher-Entry)
The members of the entry team and I approached the residence on foot. We approached from the North utilizing the paved sidewalk
which ran perpendicular with the West side of Pine Street. As we approached the residence, I observed what appeared to be several
bullet holes in the Northerly facing (#4) exterior wall near the Northwest corner of the residence. The residence's wood siding
associated with the exterior #4 wall appeared to be protruding near the bullet holes. This observation suggested the bullets may have
been fired from inside the residence in an outward direction .
As we approached the front of the residence, I observed an unknown number of spent shell casings located sporadically on the paved
sidewalk just North of the incident address. I observed what appeared to be rifle shell casings, as well as what appeared to be pistol
shell casings . The shell casings were of different shapes/sizes, and appeared to be associated with different caliber firearms. Some of
the shell casings had been marked with evidence placards prior to our arrival. The remainder of the casings were in the process of
being marked by EPD personnel during our approach . I do not recall who was marking the locations of the shell casings .
On the paved sidewalk in front of the residence, I observed what appeared to be bright red blood extending the width of the sidewalk
from the street's edge to the front paved walkway associated with
Entry team members utilized caution not to
disturb the evidentiary items as we passed by.
We made our final approach up the front steps of the residence. From this location, I was able to establish a vague layout of the
interior of the residence based on its exterior appearance. The light blue multi-story Victorian style residence was positioned on the
West side of Pine Street. I observed several glass windows associated with the first and second floor located on the Easterly (#1)
facing exterior wall of the residence. A small elevated porch area associated with the main entry way was accessible via several
(approximately 3-4) steps associated with the front paved walkway.
There were two (2) exterior doors associated with the front porch area. I observed the Easterly facing door located on the West side
of the porch was ajar. Sergeant T. Braud advised this door was associated with a separate area of the residence. Sergeant T. Braud
advised that area of the residence had already been cleared by the initial responding EPD units who were still holding their positions
inside.
Sergeant T. Braud instructed we would be making entry into the South facing door located on the North side of the porch. I observed
this door was closed, and appeared to be the main entryway into the residence. I observed the closed door had what appeared to be
several bullet holes in the door near the middle height of the door.
Entry team members took positions on the front porch area. Just prior to making entry, EPD Captain M. Stephens requested we
stand-by so EPD Detective R. Harpham could photograph the front door prior to entry to document its appearance. Detective R.
Harpham photographed the door, and left the porch area.
Sergeant M. Guy checked the front door to ensure it was locked . Sergeant M. Guy then knocked on the door loudly and announced
our presence at least twice. After a short while, and after receiving no response, Deputy B. Massaro was instructed to breach the front
door. Sergeant T . Braud advised we would utilize a breach and hold technique; holding our positions on the front porch upon a
successful breach. Utilizing a Breacher's ram entry tool, I observed Deputy B. Massaro strike the front door once near the door
lock/handle area. The front door swung open slowly, and additional announcements were made from the porch area prior to entry.
After a short while without any response, Sergeant T. Braud instructed the entry team to enter the residence, and utilize a slow and
deliberate room clearing technique to search for additional persons located inside.
I was the first member of the entry team to enter the residence. As I passed through the front doorway, I was able to visually clear a
majority of what appeared to be the living room area. In the living room, along the North wall, I observed a blue couch having what
appeared to be an unknown number of bullet holes in the backrest pillows on the right side of the couch.
As I entered further into the residence, I my focused my attention in a Westerly direction and observed a kitchen area which was
associated/connected to the living room area. I also observed a long hallway which ran throughout the residence in an East/West
direction . I held my position covering the hallway while others members of the entry team cleared the living room and kitchen areas.
Once these areas had been cleared, the entry team re-grouped and began to move Westerly down the long hallway. The entry team
tactically and safely cleared several rooms accessible via the hallway (i.e. bedrooms, bathroom, closeUstorage, etc ... ). Two (2) dogs
were located in what appeared to be a laundry room located at the far West end of the hallway. Sergeant T. Braud and I
cleared/searched the room , and re-secured the dogs back inside. No additional subjects were located inside the residence.
Once the residence had been cleared and deemed safe, Sergeant T. Braud advised the entry team to exit the residence through the
front door. I was the last member of the entry team to exit the residence.
Deputy B. Massaro and I returned to Officer Rabang's location at Pine Street @ Amelia Street. I remained at this location for a short
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while until relieved by EPD traffic control. Officer Rabang signed me out of the crime scene log, and I departed the scene at about
1249 hours.
While on scene I did not:
-detain any persons .
-collect/overhear any statements .
-mark any evidence.
-set up any perimeter police tape.
-add anything to the crime scene.
-record any audio/video.
Report completed for documentation purposes.
End of report.
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On 1/26/2016 at about 1205 hours, I was on duty wearing an identifiable HCSO patrol uniform . While in the
HCSO office, Eureka I was approached by HCSO Captain K. Thompson and advised that there had just been an
"OIS" (Officer Involved Shooting) in the area of

Eureka. I was not informed of who was involved

other than "Eureka". Captain Thompson said that Eureka Police Department was requesting assistance with
securing the scene . I was instructed to go to the North end of Pine St. at Harris St. for further instructions. I
was further instructed not to go to the South end of Pine St. as this was an unsecured area .
I responded in a marked HCSO SUVA and arrived at the intersection of Harris St. and Pine St. about 1214 hours.
There, I was directed by EPD traffic control to the intersection of Amelia St. and Pine St.
I drove South on California St. and then West on Amelia St. I parked my vehicle at the intersection of Amelia St.
and Pine St. I then walked approximately 15-20 yards North on Pine St. where I met with EPD Officer Wayne
Ra bang. Officer Rabang was standing next to an unmarked, black, EPD Detective vehicle.
Already on scene, at the time of my arrival, were Sgt. K. Swithenbank and Deputy K. Holt. They were standing
by with Officer Ra bang.
At this location, Officer Rabang advised me that Humboldt County DA Investigators had been involved in an OIS
with a subject believed to be

Officer Rabang did not have much information, but informed

me that DA Investigators had been conducting surveillance on a residence they believed

was staying in

on Pine St. He further advised that multiple shots had been fired, no Law Enforcement Officers were injured,
and a male subject believed to be

was en route to the hospital.

It should be noted that I was familiar with

prior to this date and his suspected involvement in

a recent homicide. I was not aware of any surveillance operations in that area or information regarding
whereabouts.
Officer Rabang signed my name into the crime scene log. I recall the following HCSO personnel were present at
this location:
Sgt. K. Swithenbank
Deputy K. Holt
Deputy T. Mccutchan
Deputy R. Buzzard
Captain K. Thompson
Deputy J. Harrison
After approximately 15 minutes, EPD Sgt. Travis Braud approached our location from the incident location. He
met briefly with Captain Thompson and Sgt. Swithenbank and requested assistance with clearing an unsecured
area of the residence at the incident location. Captain Thompson and Sgt. Swithenbank assigned Deputy Holt
and I to assist with this task.
Deputy Holt and I accompanied Sgt. T. Braud walking North towards the incident location, past the inner
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perimeter of yellow crime scene tape . Across the street from the incident location, Sgt. Braud began assigning
tasks for entry. I recall them to be as follows :
1. HCSO Deputy Massaro (Breacher-Entry)
2. EPD Sgt. M . Guy (Knock Notice-Entry)
3. EPD Sgt. T. Braud (Team Leader-Entry)
4. HCSO Deputy K. Holt (Breacher Cover-Entry)
I was provided with a Breacher ram entry tool by Sgt. M. Guy and asked by Sgt. Braud to breach the door for
entry.
We approached the residence on foot walking South along the West sidewalk of Pine St. from the North side of
the residence. As we approached the residence, I observed what appeared to be two (2) bullet holes in the
North exterior wall of the residence near the Northwest corner of the residence .
Walking to the front of the residence, I observed an unknown number of spent pistol shell casings located on
the sidewalk just North of the incident address. I observed an unknown number of what appeared to be and
rifle shell casings in the street in front of the residence. Some of the shell casings had been marked with
evidence placards prior to our arrival. The remainder of the casings were in the process of being marked by
EPD personnel during our approach. I do not recall who was marking the locations of the shell casings.
On the sidewalk in front of the residence, I observed what appeared to be bright red blood extending the width
of the sidewalk from the street's edge to front walkway of
We made our approach up the steps of the residence and Sgt. Braud instructed that we would be making entry
to the South facing door on the North side of the porch to search for any injured persons or additional suspects .
This door had at least two (2), what appeared to be, bullet holes in the door near the middle height of the door.
Just prior to entry, Captain M . Stephens requested we stand-by so that Detective R. Harpham could photograph
the door prior to entry. Detective Harpham photographed the door and left the porch area.
Sgt. Guy knocked on the door loudly and announced our presence at least twice . After a short while and
receiving no response, I was instructed to breach the front door. Using the Breacher's ram, I struck the door
once near the door lock and handle . The doo r opened and additional announcements were made from the
porch area prior to entry. After a short while without response, we four (4) entered the residence and began
our search for additional persons.
In the living room , along the North wall, I observed a blue couch having what appeared to be bullet holes in the
backrest pillows on the right side of the couch . I am unsure how many bullet holes were present. I moved the
right edge of the couch away from the wall to search the void between the couch and the North wall taking
care not to disturb the bullet holes. After finding the void clear of persons, I moved the couch back towards the
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wall.
I searched the kitchen area of the residence and did not find any persons. I did not search any other areas of
the residence. I did not observe any evidence other than the bullet holes
I did not detain any persons.
I did not mark any evidence.
I did not set up any perimeter police tape
Deputy Holt and I returned to Officer Ra bang's location at Amelia St. and Harris St. We remained at this
location for a short while until relieved by EPD traffic control. Officer Rabang signed us out of the crime scene
log and we departed the scene at about 1254 hours.
Report completed for documentation purposes.
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NOTIFICATION:

On Tuesday January 26, 2016 shortly after noon, I learned that an Officer Involved Shooting had occurred in the
City of Eureka.
At about 1245 hours, I was assigned to respond to the area of

in Eureka and report to Senior

Detective Harpham for assignment.
ASSIGNMENT:
I arrived on scene, checked into the scene, and located Senior Detective Harpham. I was assigned to pair up
with Detective Luken to canvas both sides of Pine Street within the outer perimeter to locate any witnesses and
obtain their statements. Detective Luken took the lead at the residences on the east side of the street with the
exception of

See Detective Luken's report for details.

I took the lead on contacting the residences at

, and all the residences on the west side of the

street. I audio recorded all of the contacts and booked a copy of the audio recording into evidence.

I spoke with (W)

who gave the following statement:

stated he and (W)

were in the main living room area of the residence.

heard gun fire and dropped to the ground .

wanted to look outside and

told

her to get on the ground and she did.
stated there was a bullet hole in the kitchen window but it had previously been there and did not
occur during this incident.

This residence is vacant and has a "For Rent" sign in the front window.

(W)

and (W)

were at the residence

stated she "kinda sorta not" witnessed the incident. She stated she heard shots. She described
the shots as two different kinds of shots. One single shot then rapid shots.
stated, "I heard shots but I thought it was trash cans banging"

Spoke with (W)
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the noise that he thought was fireworks.

I spoke with (W)

11

it sounded like there were 30 shots but I could be off"

who was the only person at the residence during the incident.

she heard a loud bang and thought it was someone shooting off fireworks.
11

widow, Saw a policeman in the street with his gun drawn."

stated

then looked out the

then moved to a safe location in the

residence .

I spoke with (W)

who gave the following statement:

was outside in front of his residence during the incident.

saw 11 one of the

policemen behind the truck right there." Detective Luken clarified that he was referring to the green GMC
stated that 11 one was across the street." Detective Luken clarified that

pickup.

meant near the grey truck.

11

1just saw them shooting at somebody 11 • He pointed towards

indicating that was the direction they were shooting.

stated he could not see what they were

shooting at as he was on his front porch and his view was obstructed.
stated he jumped to the ground and took cover as he did not want to be in the line of fire.
Detective Luken asked if

saw anyone exit the residence .

stated he saw a girl run

out of the residence, cross the street, and lay under the maroon GMC truck parked on the east side of the road .
indicated he saw two people he believed to be plain clothes officers walking by earlier in the
day and they had pointed towards the residence.
When asked if he heard anything he said, 11 All I heard was 'get down. Get down'" When asked about the
number of shots fired he stated, 11 lt happened so fast."; but he believed there were about ten shots fired.
indicated he was the only one home at the time of the incident.

Detective Luken and I returned to

when we learned that the bullet hole in the window was

from the incident. We arrived on scene and went to the kitchen. Detective Luken contacted Department of
Justice personnel to come process the evidence .
While at the residence

returned and gave the following statement:

On January 26, 2016 at about 1140-1145 hours,
males on the lawn of

arrived at her residence and observed two

talking to a woman on the porch. She estimated the time as she gets out

of class at College of the Redwoods at 1130 hours, and drove right home. She stated one was in a suit and the
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other was " more casual" possibly wearing a polo shirt. She assumed they were Jehovah Witnesses.
saw the female grab her dog and " usher" it into the residence.
one of them yell, "get down" or "look out" as

stated that she heard

entered her residence. As

walked into her living room she heard shots.
I asked

about the "Jehovah Witnesses" and she said " Now that I think of it they had a very

policemanish look about them." She indicated that she only got a quick look at them and it seemed logical that
someone would be "out spreading Jesus."
All interviews were recorded using my digital recorder. The recordings were later transferred to CD and booked
into evidence.
On January 28, 2016 Sergeant Freese advised me that

may have

witnessed the incident and requested I interview him . I phoned
Detective Luken and I had spoken with him at

and quickly realized that

. See Detective Lu ken's report for statement.

Any additional information will be documented in a supplemental report.
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On 01 /26/16, at about 1300 hours, I was advised by Sgt. Freese that an officer involved shooting had
occurred on Pine Street in Eureka. Sgt. Freese stated two Distiict Attorney Investigators were involved
in the shooting. Sgt. Freese stated Investigator Musson and I would be interviewing potential witnesses
to the incident.
At about 1310 hours, (l/P)
arrived at the Sheriffs Office, escorted by Eureka Police
Officer Hubbard.
was handcuffed due to being in custody for an unrelated outstanding warrant.
in the Criminal Investigation Division (CID) interview
Investigator Musson and I met with
room.
was removed from the handcuffs and offered something to d1ink. Investigator Musson
and I began our interview with
The interview was digitally recorded, burned to a DVD and
later booked into evidence. The following is a summary of our interview with
Refer to the
DVD for full and complete details.
I first asked
for her first name.
stated it was
and then asked if she needed her
attorney present. I advised
that I would be advising her of her Miranda Rights. I read
if she understood her
her Miranda Rights from my department issued Miranda Card. I asked
rights, to which she stated yes. I explained to
that she was not in custody in relation to the
incident that had occurred that day. I advised
that she was in custody due to an outstanding
wairnnt.
stated she had not been made aware of that.
stated she wished to speak with
her attorney,
before speaking with law enforcement about what happened.
Investigator Musson contacted Attorney
and briefed him on the situation. Attorney
stated
he wished to speak with
before allowing her to speak with law enforcement. At this time, we
ended the interview with
was placed back in handcuffs and walked to the county jail where she was booked on her
outstanding warrant.
Investigator Musson and I were advised that we would be interviewing District Attorney Investigator
Adam Jager, whom was a witness to the incident. At about 1340 hours, Investigator Jager was escorted
to the CID interview room. The interview with Investigator Jager was digitally recorded, burned to an
audio CD and later booked into evidence. The following is a summary of the interview with Investigator
Jager. Refer to the audio CD for full and complete details.
I asked Investigator Jager his current employment. Investigator Jager stated he was currently employed
by the District Attorney's Office as an investigator. At this time, Investigator Musson asked Investigator
Jager ifhe was aware of his POBAR Rights . Investigator Jager stated yes, that he was aware of his
POBAR Rights. Investigator Musson asked Investigator Jager ifhe wanted to have any representation
present. Investigator Jager stated no. I asked Investigator Jager how long he has been employed by the
District Attorney's Office. Investigator Jager stated since January 4th, 2016. I asked Investigator Jager if
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he was employed as an annuitant. Investigator Jager stated yes.
I advised Investigator Jager that we were there to speak about the incident that occurred on Pine Street in
Eureka. I asked Investigator Jager to tell me what happened from the onset of their investigation.
Investigator Jager stated at about 0830 hours, he was sitting at his desk and he heard District Attorney
Investigator Gary Cooper and District Attorney Investigator John Burke tell District Attorney Chief
Investigator Wayne Cox that they had infonnation on a homicide
Investigator Jager stated about
half an hour later, he received a call from Investigators Cooper and Burke requesting he assist them with
watching a target residence, located at
in Eureka. Investigator Jager stated Investigator
Burke requested he set up at Harris A venue and Pine Street and was also advised that Eureka Police
Department's Problem Oriented Policing Team (POP Team) was set up near Pine Street and Summer
Street. Investigator Jager stated that Investigators Cooper and Burke were on point, just south of the
target residence.
Investigator Jager stated he set up on Harris Street in a parking lot, adjacent to an oil lube business.
Investigator Jager stated he observed a male pedestrian coming towards his location and he witnessed
Investigators Cooper and Burke approach the pedestrian in their vehicle and confront him in front of the
oil lube business. Investigator Jager stated the Pop Team also showed up to speak with the male
pedestrian. Investigator Jager stated after Investigators Cooper and Burke spoke with the male
pedestrian, they believed their location had been comprised, so they asked Investigator Jager to set up on
Pine Street, just south of the target residence. Investigator Jager stated Investigators Cooper ~nd Burke
set up at his previous location on Harris Ave and Pine Street.
Investigator Jager stated he had been watching the target residence for about one hour and had to leave
to use a bathroom. Investigator Jager stated he went to a gas station and returned a short time later.
Investigator Jager stated he called Investigators Cooper and Burke via cellphone to see if anything had
changed while he was gone, to which they advised him no. Investigator Jager stated a short time later, a
female exited the target residence with a dog and then returned inside the residence. Investigator Jager
stated he actually believed that the female exited the residence before he left to go to the bathroom.
Investigator Jager stated a subject had come out of the side of the residence and had been contacted by
Investigators Cooper and Burke, but it was detennined he had come from a different residence, which is
behind the target residence. Investigator Jager stated a short time later, three subjects exited the target
residence. Investigator Jager was advised by Investigator Cooper that a female possibly had a DUI
warrant and that he had her cell phone number and was going to try and call her. Investigator Jager
stated Investigator Cooper was unable to contact the female, so he tried to text her, which was also
unsuccessful.
Investigator Jager stated at some point, after he returned from using the bathroom and the three subjects
had been contacted, one of them was a subject he knew only as
. Investigator Jager stated
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Sovereign allegedly had a warrant, but Investigator Cooper stated he was not going to arrest him on it.
Investigator Jager stated at this time, it was determined that Investigators Cooper and Burke were going
to do a knock and talk at the target residence. Investigator Jager stated from his view point, he observed
Investigators Cooper and Burke pull up, get out of their vehicle and walk towards the target residence.
Investigator Jager stated he approached closer to the target residence and parked a little ways down the
street so he could have a better view point. Investigator Jager stated Investigator Cooper knocked on the
door of the two story Victorian, while Investigator Burke stayed at the bottom of the porch. Investigator
Jager stated a female answered the d<?or and came out onto the porch. Investigator Jager stated a dog also
came out of the residence and approached Investigator Burke. The female had a short conversation with
Investigators Cooper and Burke, but then she went into the yard to retiieve the dog. Investigator Jager
stated the female grabbed the dog and took it back inside the target residence. The female continued to
speak with Investigator Cooper for a short time and then went inside the target residence.
Investigator Jager stated he could not remember if the door was shut, but about 30 seconds later he heard
what he believed to be two to three gun shots. Investigator Jager stated it sounded like the gun shots
came from inside the target residence. At about this time, the female quickly exited the target residence.
Investigator Jager observed Investigator Burke move to the left of the target residence and Investigator
Cooper retreat from the front door area. Investigator Jager stated he began to get out of his vehicle when
he observed a male subject, later identified as
with a rifle aimed at Investigator
Cooper. Investigator Jager stated he saw
fire the rifle towards Investigator Cooper. Investigator
Jager stated he took cover behind the door of his vehicle and watched what was transpired.
Investigator Jager stated
got shot, but he was not sure if Investigator Cooper or Investigator
Burke hit him. Investigator Jager stated from his view point, he never actually saw Investigator Burke
fire his weapon. Investigator Jager stated he was able to see Investigator Cooper, whom had taken cover
behind a truck. Investigator Jager stated Investigator Cooper had come up from his place of cover and it
appeared he was exchanging gun fire with
from over the truck. Investigator Jager stated at that
time,
went down on the sidewalk. Investigator Jager stated he approached
but could
not see where
weapon had gone. Investigator Jager stated he, along with Investigators Cooper
and Burke, stayed at a position of advantage with
until Eureka Police Sgt. Guy arrived and
secured
in handcuffs. Investigator Jager stated he inquired with
where the rifle was and
then learned that
was on top of the rifle. Investigator Jager stated he inquired with
if
there was anyone else in the target residence. Investigator Jager stated
told him there were two
females inside. Investigator Jager stated at this point, he and Investigator Burke focused their attention
on the front door to make sure no other threats came out.
Investigator Jager stated he looked over to where Investigator Burke had taken cover and observed what
he believed to be several expended shell casings on the ground that looked like they had come from a
handgun. Investigator Jager stated he believed he counted six shell casings and also one expended rifle
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shell casing that he assumed had come from
rifle. Investigator Jager stated when
exited the target residence, he was focused on Investigator Cooper, but at one point, he believed
had begun to tum towards Investigator Burke's location.
I asked Investigator Jager if the female that answered the door and spoke with Investigator Cooper, if
that was the same female that had come out of the target residence earlier ~ith the dog. Investigator
Jager stated yes. I asked Investigator Jager ifhe knew who that female was. Investigator Jager stated no.
I asked Investigator Jager where Investigator Cooper was standing when he heard the first two to three
gun shots inside the residence. Investigator Jager stated he believed Investigator Cooper had come down
off the porch when the female went back inside the residence. I asked Investigator Jager if Investigator
Cooper was still facing the front door. Investigator Jager stated yes, but then added that he is not 100
percent certain if Investigator Cooper was on the porch, or below it with Investigator Burke.
I asked Investigator Jager how many shots he initially heard from inside the residence. Investigator Jager
stated he heard two to three shots and then
exited the target residence with the rifle in a combat
ready position, firing towards Investigator Cooper as he was coming out the front door. I ~sked
Investigator Jager how far from the target residence his vehicle was parked. Investigator Jager estimated
he was about 75 feet away. Investigator Jager stated he was about three houses away and parked on the
opposite side of the street. I asked Investigator Jager ifhe was able to get a look at Jolmson. Investigator
Jager stated yes. I asked Investigator Jager if Jolmson made any other statements while he was on the
ground, after being shot. Investigator Jager stated someone asked Jolmson where he was shot and he
replied that he was shot in the leg. Investigator Jager stated after Jolmson was rolled over, he could tell
he was shot somewhere in the midsection. Investigator Jager stated while he and Investigator Burke
were covering the front door and while J olmson was still on the ground, he heard J olmson state,
"Someone call 911, I need help" and "I need an ambulance."
I asked Investigator Jager ifhe recognized who Jolmson was after seeing him. Investigator Jager stated
no. I asked Investigator Jager ifhe had been told Jolmson's name. Investigator Jager stated yes, but he
could not remember what it was at that time. Investigator Musson asked Investigator Jager ifhe had seen
a photograph of J olmson. Investigator Jager stated yes, Investigator Cooper had shown him a photograph
of Jolmson after they had left the office.
I next advised Investigator Jager that I had a six pack photo lineup that I wanted him to look at. I read
Investigator Jager the photo lineup admonition and had him sign it. I next showed Investigator Jager the
photo lineup and he pointed to Jolmson's photograph and stated that it was the same photograph he had
been shown earlier of the subject they were looking for. I asked Investigator Jager if the subject in the
photograph was the same subject that had been shooting at Investigator Cooper. Investigator Jager stated
he could not say for sure.
I asked Investigator Jager what Jolmson had been wearing. Investigator Jager stated he was wearing
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pants and a shirt, but he could not recall anything more than that. I asked Investigator Jager ifhe was
able to hear anyone saying anything dming the incident. Investigator Jager stated no. I asked Investigator
Investigator Jager stated Eureka Police
Jager ifhe saw anyone else exit the residence after
Department flushed out a female while clearing the target residence. Investigator Musson asked
Investigator Jager ifhe remembered what the female was wearing that exited the target residence before
Investigator Jager stated she was wearing a purple shirt and pants, but he could not recall what
kind. I asked Investigator Jager ifhe observed anyone firing a weapon towards that female subject.
Investigator Jager stated from his view point,
was filing towards Investigator Cooper.
I asked Investigator Jager to describe to me where exactly Investigator Cooper retreated to. Investigator
Jager stated Investigator Cooper retreated in a north/east direction. Investigator Jager stated there was a
truck parked where Investigator Cooper retreated to, which he was able to use to take cover. I asked
Investigator Jager how far from the target residence that truck was parked. Investigator Jager estimated
the truck was about 20 to 25 feet away. Investigator Jager continued by stating
had come off the
front porch of the target residence and stopped at the sidewalk, where an exchange of gun fire with
Investigator Cooper took place. Investigator Jager stated
then went down to the ground. I asked
Investigator Jager if he was unable to see Investigator Burke because he was out of his field of view or
because he was more focused on Investigator Cooper. Investigator Jager stated he believes it was
because he was more focused on Investigator Cooper.
At this time, Investigator Musson left to print out photographs of the target residence from Google
Earth. I asked Investigator Jager if the rifle
had was an assault type rifle. Investigator Jager
stated yes and describe it as black in color with a brown handle. A short time later Investigator Musson
returned with the Google Earth printouts. Investigator Musson had Investigator Jager look at the prints
and verify that it was an accurate printout of where the incident occurred. Investigator Jager stated yes.
Investigator Jager began to mark points on the Google Earth printouts, such as where he was located and
where Investigators Cooper and Burke were located. These printouts were later booked into evidence.
Investigator Musson began to talk with Investigator Jager about observing
and Investigator
Cooper exchange gunfire. Investigator Jager stated as ·Investigator Cooper was running,
was
shooting towards him. Investigator Musson asked Investigator Jager if Investigator Cooper was shooting
over the hood or the tail end of the truck. Investigator Jager stated he believed it was over the hood of
the truck. Investigator Musson asked Investigator Jager ifhe witnessed
shoot in the direction of
Investigator Burke. Investigator Jager stated he knew that
turned in that direction, but he is not
sure ifhe was firing the weapon. I asked Investigator Jager if
was facing Investigator Burke's
direction when he went down to the ground. Investigator Jager stated yes.
I asked Investigator Jager if he saw any other witnesses in the area during the incident. Investigator Jager
stated there were definitely people out of their residences because he saw them afterwards. I asked
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Investigator Jager if they were out after the fact or during the incident. Investigator Jager stated he
believed some people near where he was parked were outside during the incident.
The interview with Investigator Jager ended a short time later.
Investigator Musson and I were advised that we would be interviewing an additional witness, (I/P)
I was advised
had been in a shower at the incident location and was detained
while the investigation was unfolding. Sgt. Freese advised me that
was wearing a jail jumpsuit
due to having no clothing, but she was not in custody.
was escorted to the CID interview room
where the interview was digitally recorded, burned to a DVD and later booked into evidence. The
following is a summary of the interview with
Refer to the DVD for full and complete details.
by advising her that she was not under arrest and was free to leave at
I began the interview with
any time.
stated any information she had would not be helpful because she did not see anything.
stated she heard a gunshot and then heard someone screaming.
stated she waited until
she heard a bunch of male voices, whom she assumed was the police. I asked
if she would be
willing to answer the few questions Investigator Musson and I had.
stated she would rather not
because she did not want to deal with the drama afterwards.
again stated that the information
she had would not be helpful.
continued by stating she went to the location to take a shower and
got there about 15 minutes prior to hearing the gunshot.
stated at first she did not even know it
was a gunshot and thought it was something hitting wood due to the "crack" sound.
stated she
heard
stating, "Let me out, let me out, let me out."
stated about 15 seconds later, she
heard a bunch a guys talking, which she assumed was the police.
stated she put a towel around
herself and yelled that she was up there.
I asked

who was present at the residence with her.
stated she knew it was herself and
but the guy that was there she had never met.
stated she did not know him,
but he seemed crazy.
asked if she was under arrest. I advised
that she was not under
arrest.
stated she wanted to leave. After getting
contact information in case we needed
to speak with her,
left the interview.
On 01 /27/16, I contacted Attorney
and inquired ifhe had spoken with
Attorney
stated he had not yet spoken with her and was planning on doing it that day. I requested Attorney
contact me after speaking with
so we could arrange a time to speak with her.
As of 01/28116, I have not heard back from Attorney
On 02/02/16, I was advised by Investigator Musson that Attorney
was not going to be giving a statement.
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Any further infonnation will be added via supplemental report.
NFA
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On 1/26/2016 at approx. 1300hrs, I assisted with processing DA investigator Cooper, and Da
Investigator Burke for evidence. I also photographed DA investigator Jage r. Allthree were involved in case#
201600416. (see lead Detective's reports for details.) Investigator Burke was brought into HCSO CID . Overall
photographs were taken of him along with photos of his hands, shoes and location of his gun . Burke was
wearing a grey sport coat, white dress shirt and tie, and grey slacks with black dress shoes. There was no
apparent damage to any of his clothing. He did not have any apparent recent injuries. He did not have any
apparent blood on his person or clothing. The following items were collected from Burke:

1.

Notebook
Located : in the inner sport coat pocket

2. Glock 27 Gen 4 .40 caliber,

1 round removed from the chamber, a 15 round magazine

was removed from the gun, 9 round magazine
Located: in holster on belt on right hip, 9 round magazine recovered from the left bottom pocket of the
sports coat
3. I-phone, work phone, I
Located: bottom right sport coat pocket
4.

Holster
Located: on belt, right hip

Investigator Cooper was brought into HCSO CID. Overall photographs were taken of him along with photos
of his hands, shoes, and location of his gun. Cooper was wearing a lightweight black windbreaker jacket, blue
slacks, blue dress shirt and tie, and brown dress shoes. There was a tear in the buttocks area of his slacks. He
did not have any apparent recent injuries. He did not have any apparent blood on his person or clothing. The
following items were collected from Cooper:

1.

Glock 22 Gen 4 .40 caliber,

, 1 round removed from the chamber, two 15 round

magazines
Located: in holster on belt on right hip
2.

Holster, handcuffs, magazine holder
Located on belt on left hip

3.

Dress tie
Located: around neck
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Button down blue dress shirt
Located: wearing on upper torso

5.

Slacks and belt, with tear in pants bottom
Located: wearing on lower torso

6.

Left shoe
Located: on left foot

7.

Right shoe
Located on right foot

8.

Windbreaker jacket
Located: wearing on upper torso
Overall photographs were taken of Jager including his hands and shoes. Jager was wearing a white

dress shirt with a red tie, grey slacks and black dress shoes. There was no apparent damage to any of his
clothing. He did not have any apparent recent injuries. He did not have any apparent blood on his person or
clothing. Jager's gun was photographed but not collected. Jager was carrying a Smith &Wesson .357 Magnum
Revolver

. The revolver was loaded with 6 .357 Federal magnum rounds.

Sgt. Freese sand I conducted a round count on Cooper and Burke's guns. Photos were taken of this
process. Burke had 1 round in the chamber. 2 rounds in the 9 round magazine. 15 rounds in the 15 round
magazine . Cooper had 1 round in the chamber. 9 rounds in the 15 round magazine that was removed from the
gun. 15 rounds in the spare 15 round magazine . Both Burke and Cooper were using .40 caliber Federal rounds.
The photos were burned to a DVD and booked into evidence along with all the items collected. The
guns were sent to CDOJ for ballistics testing.
On 1/27/2016, I responded to

Eureka, where I assisted DOJ with searching for additional

bullets and other evidence from the crime scene. (see DOJ report for details.)
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COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT
826 Fourth Street
ELJreka, California 95501
Phone (707) 445~7251

Photo Line-Up Admonition
I am about to show you a group of photographs to see If you can make an lclentlficatlon of the
person who committed the crime now being Investigated. This group of photographs may or may
not Include a photograph of the person who committed the crime. YOU SHOULD ONLY MAKE
IOIENTIF'ICATION IF YOU CAN 00 SO. YOU ARC: NOT OBLIGATED TO IDl!NTIFY ANYONE.
You may not tall< to anyone while viewing tt1e photographs. The photographs you are viewing
may or may not depict the hairstyle or facial hair slmllar to that of the person who committed the
crime, since hairstyles, beards, and mustaches are easily changed. Note also that the photograph
does not always depict the true complexion of a person - It may be darker or lighter than shown.
Pay no attention to the numbers or markings appearing In any partloular photograph. Please
remember that It Is just as lrnportant to free Innocent persons from suspicion as to Identify guilty
persons. Please do not discuss wlt11 any other witnesses whether or not you have selected a
photograph during this showing.

WITNESS NAME

(Print):~,_}{__·- - - - - - -

WITNESS' VERBAL COMMENTS:~--

:ITNESS SIGNATURE:

ftL-.~·c•. 1~~ 'l _,_.····_···_·_·. ··._-_·

AQVISING OFFICER: ~.:30 'CV'\._"~-·
.....-.---

DATE:-U~

__,___

·~---·.,_.....,....._ _ __

TIME:.,_,"~\.-\~.----,.- -

*Fifi out aftor witness l1t1s complotod this form and outside of presence of witness.
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61\6 Locunt Stroot
Gorbervlllo, CA 95542
'/0"/•023·2761
707·923~2914 (FAX)
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·· """' Hoopn Station
PO !3ox 1?.47
Hoopa, CA 95540
!330·6213,.4231
530·6?.5·4904 (FAX)
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1606 Pickett Road

Mcl<Inleyvllle, CA !.l51.i19
70Nl30·3tHrt
707·839·5709 (FAX)
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